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aerdogan@aratermuhendislik.com.tr
info@aratermuhendislik.com.tr

Arat-Er offers practical solution
suggestions in order to be more useful to
our valued customers with its application
experience from the past. Our country has
been experiencing rapid economic and
social development since 2012, the quality
in the manufacturing sector is increasing,
and in parallel with this development,
there is a need for strong, high-quality,
reliable, economical companies that have
completed their institutionalization in a
way that will have the least negative
impact on the environment.

Our company; It has expert technical
personnel in different manufacturing areas
and modern tools and machinery and
equipment suitable for the needs of the
job. Arat-Er produces steel structures in
accordance with national and international
standards and by applying high
engineering methods and technologies.

www.aratermuhendislik.com.tr

ARAT-ER ENGINEERING
Products: Metal For Construction And Construction
Materials
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e.keles@ayyildizmuhendislik.com.tr

AYYILDIZ Tunneling equipment is a
company with 25 years of experince. Our
company has been the primary choice of
investors with its solutions and
constructive approaches, exemplary
projects and applications. AYYILDIZ
worked with many projects in the Turkey
and worldwide with the same sensitivity
and care which helped to be recognized in
international quality standards.
AYYILDIZ accepts the necessity of the
highest quality of any product, a
competitive price policy, and timely
delivery conditions as a principle, where
customer expectations are met. It has
grown rapidly and steadily, its success is
supported by the close cooperation with
partners, quality of its products, and
people-oriented service policies. In
addition, our company is dedicated to its
compromises by its high-tech machinery,
professional working methods,
international standards, and the principle
of sustainability of quality. Our company,
which has a monthly steel production and
assembly capacity of 4.000 tons, as it
changes on a project basis, has 25.000
m2 closed area and 20.000 m2 open area.

All our products are produced under
international standards having the
following certificates: ISO9001, ISO14001,
ISO18001, ISO45001, ISO3834-2, ISO
1090-1, and TR-IMO 052 certificates.

www.ayyildizmuhendislik.com.tr 

AYYILDIZ ENGINEERING
Products: Products: Tunnel Equipments, Rock
Drilling Tools, Steel Constructıon Structures
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dilsad@ceceli.com.tr
ertugrul@ceceli.com.tr

Ceceli Group was founded in 1954 by our
founder Alaeddin CECELI, and it has been
continuing its activities for over 70 years.
With the participation of the third
generation in the management processes,
Ceceli Group looks confidently to the
future, expanding its activities in the fields
of trade, industry, and education. Ceceli
Steel Industry and Trade Inc., one of the
steadily growing companies within Ceceli
Group, was established in 1975 for the
trade of steel products. Over the past half-
century, it has transformed into a steel
service center responding to its
customers’ needs for all steel products. In
early 2023, it moved to its modern facility
in the 2nd Industrial Zone of Ankara,
where it began offering services beyond
being a steel service center to its
customers. In the realm of steel
fabrication, we consider ourselves as
partners of our customers in every stage
of manufacturing, from the project phase
to the packaging of the products. We
certify the quality of our manufacturing
with our EN ISO 1090-2 EXC3 Technical
Requirements for Steel Structures and EN
ISO 3834-2 Welding Quality Management
System certificates

www.cecelidemir.com

CECELI GROUP
Products: Steel Coils , Steel Sheets , Steel Tear Drop
& Diamond Sheets , Galvanized Steel Sheets , Steel
Rebars , Steel NPU Profiles , Steel IPE / NPI Profiles ,
Steel HEA / HEB Profiles , Steel Angles, Steel Hollow
Sections, Steel Tubes, Galvanized Steel Profiles,
Black Annealed Wires, Construction Nails
Services: 10 Axis Three Spindle Drilling Line, Fiber
laser cutting, plasma/oxy cutting, press brake, Argon
Welding (TIG), GMA Welding (MIG/MAG), Submerged
Arc Welding(SAW)
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Products: Decorative Lighting Poles, Park & Garden
Classic Series, High-mast Lighting, Galvanized
Lighting Poles, Flagpole, Camera Pole

info@isinaydinlatma.com.tr
fevzi.sahingoz@isinaydinlatma.com.tr

Founded in 2003 in Ankara, Işın
Manufacturing, Lighting, Logistics, Food
Ltd. Co. has become one of the leading
brands of the sector by growing in a short
time with its dynamic structure. The
company, which has been operating with
unconditional customer satisfaction
principle since its establishment, has
demonstrated that it deserves this
satisfaction and trust with the unlimited
effort that it shows in the production phase
and after sales services.

Işın Lighting has become a well-known
brand not only in Turkey but also abroad
because of the importance it gives to
investments and exports. Our company is
raising the flag of our country day by day
with the exports to Central Asia, Middle
East, Africa and Europe. With its dynamic
and innovative structure, the company is
proud of making its name in a short time
abroad as it is in the country.

www.isinaydinlatma.com.tr

ISIN DAYLIGHT
LIGHTING
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Products: S1-S1P Safety Shoes, S2-S3 Safety Shoes,
S2-S3 Safety Boots

info@kaviayakkabi.com.tr

Kavi Shoes Industry and Trade Inc. He
started to produce shoes in Beyazıt
and Gedikpaşa in 1976 under the
name of Develi Kundura, completely
handmade. As a company that has
been serving this sector for many
years, it has contributed to the training
of many craftsmen in the sector as well
as delivering its products to its
customers. During these years, when
shoes were produced only in Istanbul,
he sold shoes to all provinces of
Turkey. Our company has been
operating in the shoe industry in the
fields of Shoe Production, Shoe
Collecting, Leather and Sole
Assembly, and still continues to offer
its products and services to its
customers in the fields of Material
Wholesale and Work Safety Shoe
Production.
 
The most valuable capital of Kavi
Safety Shoes is its production
automation power, quality products
and valuable human resources. As a
company, we allocate a significant
proportion of our turnover to R&D
studies every year and we continue to
reflect our innovative approach to the
shoe industry. By supplying Kavi Work
Safety shoes to more than 300
companies in different sectors, we
deliver quality to our customers at an
affordable price.

www.kaviayakkabi.com

KAVI SAFETY SHOES
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Products: Column and Wall Formwork, Shoring
Scaffolding Systems, Access Scaffolding Systems,
Safety Systems

berkan@ozleriskele.com
serkan.kibar@ozleriskele.com

info@ozleriskele.com

OZLER Formwork and Scaffolding Systems
was established in Istanbul in 1996 with the
purpose of providing services as a business
partner to construction companies. We are
offering wide range of services such as
project planning, design, manufacturing,
sales, rental business, technical support
after sales, supervision and project
consultancy. We are proposing fast and
economical industrial formwork and
scaffolding solutions aided by engineering,
analysis and reports with our experienced
and dynamic technical experts.
OZLER serves its clients with a workforce of
 200 employees within a facility of 40.000 m²,
20.000 m² of which is covered as a
production area and 20.000 m² is kept open
for storage.
Our company invests in R&D with a
continous sense of innovation in a modern
working environment surrounded by zero
defect safety rules using high end
technology and machinery; such as
automatic cutting and stamping machines,
metalworking centers, robotics and
automatic welding machines and CNC
machines for cutting and bending in order to
produce high quality products. OZLER keeps
on growing continously since its
establishment and serves to many local and
foreign companies at home and abroad. In
conjuction with the development of
construction services of Turkish companies
in foreign markets, we continue to serve as a
business partner also in these countries.

www.ozleriskele.com

OZLER FORMWORK
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Products: PUR / PIR, EPS, Rock wool insulated
Sandwich Panel

info@panelsan.com
g.ozkok@panelsan.com

banu@panelsan.com
e.maslak@panelsan.com

k.kurt@panelsan.com

Panelsan was established in 2004 in
Ankara Polatlı Organized Industrial Zone.
The production facility is located in a closed
area of 25.000 m² on the total area of
57.000 m². Panelsan started production of
mineral wool (rockwool – glasswool) and
expanded polysytrene (EPS) insulated
sandwich panels in 2004. Panelsan
activated EPS insulation board and injection
products production line in 2005. In 2014,
Panelsan, has established the polyurethane
(PUR) and Polyisocyanurate (PIR) insulated
sandwich panel line. It is a trademark
preferred and used in about 26 countries in
the Balkans, Middle East, Turkish
Republics, Africa and Europe.

www.panelsan.com

PANELSAN 
SANDWICH PANEL
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Products: Valve Groups, Flexible Metal Hose
Groups, İnstallation And Connection Groups

o.sensoy@turkogluvana.com
info@turkogluvana.com 

Sensoylar company was established under
TURKOGLU brand name in 1978, one of the
Turkey’s premier manufacturers of contruction
materials such as water meters, valves, water
and gas flexible metal hoses, installation and
fittings, fire equipments products and special
fabrications. It has become one of the leading
companies in the industry while being a
professional and reputable brand in the field
by its product reliability, durability, quality and
stabilty. Our products can be used in all fields
of water, gas and wastewater industry. The
company has been continuing to invest in
technological products based on the needs of
the markets by R&D activities in order to
increase sales rate for both the domestic and
international markets.
 
To meet to the needs of its customers and
dealers, the company has a wide network of
dealers in domestic and international markets
by expanding its product range, product
quality, sales and after-sale services. The
company has been exporting to many markets
worldwide and has acheived to be followed by
competitors in the industry. Most of the
production and managerial process is
certificated with ISO 9001, IS0 14001, OHSAS
18001, CE marked, MID, ISO-EU directive,
GOST, EN and TSE norms.

www.turkogluvana.com

SENSOYLAR VALVE
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Products: Flat Bars, Round Bars, Square Bars, Equal
Angles, UPN, UAC

seref@serhatdc.com
serhat@serhatdc.com
osman@serhatdc.com

info@serhatdc.com

Serhat iron and steel headquarted in
ankara has succeeded to be one of the
pioneer institutions in the steel production
sector since 1987.
 
The company’s total capacity at karabuk
mill has recahed 12.000 metric tons per
month and 150.000 metric tons per year.
Apart from that group companies realize
250.000 metric tons sales annually. All
iron & steel products are produced in
accordance with the international quality
standards
 
Serhat iron and steel imports with its
expert staff, for the aim of supplying the
needs of raw material of the firm, and
exports over 50 countries with the
increasing production capacity every year.

www.serhatdc.com

SERHAT IRON & STEEL
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Products:  Fasteners (Screw, Bolt, Nut)

harun.atmaca@teknobaglanti.com.tr
info@teknobaglanti.com.tr

Mob: +90 539 519 0702 (Whatsapp) 

Tekno Baglanti Elemanlari Paz. ve Tic A.S.
is affilidated company under Tecde Group’
corporate identity. The seeds of Tecde
group were planted in Malatya in 1880.
Since then, we have grown from a small
business into a giant corporation with 17
companies in 3 main sectors, employing
thousands of people. TECDE Group which
is currently managed by the 3’rd generation
of Tecdelioğlu family, has started also to
integrate the 4’th generation members of
the family in the management of Group
companies. Tekno Fasteners, one of the
most important companies of Tecde Group
which was established in 1998 as
Tecdelioğlu family’s second investment for
production in fastener industry. The
company, initially started her activities in
İstanbul, than completed the first stage of
its factory investment in Malatya between
2010, and moved its production activities to
Malatya in 2012. The company produces
2,000 tons of chipboard screws, self-drilling
screws, sheet metal screws, nuts and bolts
per month since 2012 under her our own
brand named called Çetin Kraft, in a 27-
decare closed area built on 40 decares in
the city of Malatya’ 2nd OIZ region. We aim
to move towards the direction of achieving
the local and global leadership in the
production of Fasteners’ sector and also
increase the brand awarenes among our
customers by adding value to our
products’quality

www.teknobaglanti.com.tr

TEKNO FASTENERS
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UMS METAL - Hot Dip Painted Galvanized Roll,
Galvanized And Painted Galvanized Slit, Flat Plate,
27/200 Trapezoidal Plate And Ridge, 18/76.2 Corrugated
Plate, 58/915 Concrete Trapezoid, 38/151 Trapezoidal
Plate. UMS PROFILE - Suspended Ceiling Profiles,
Partition And Clad Wall Profiles, Exterior Wall Profiles,
Corner Profiles. UMS ACCESSORY – Bracket,
Extension Piece, Suspension Rod, Hanger Clip, Ua
Console, Anchor Clip, Clip, Double Spring

ece.konak@umsmetal.com.tr
emre.usta@umsmetal.com.tr
ugur.usta@umsmetal.com.tr

can.buyukkara@umsmetal.com.tr

UMS Ugur Metal Sanayi was founded in
1999 at Ankara Ostim OIZ for trading in
galvanized and painted galvanized sheets.
Within a very short span of time, UMS,
thanks to its principled and high quality sheet
trading approach, became an industry brand
that makes the highest sales volume in its
region.Growing by taking a new investment
decision in 2005, UMSestablished the first
and only steel service center in its region.
Having cut-to-length line, trapezoid line and
slitting line with steel service center, ums has
been providing high quality and rapid service
for specific-measure galvanized sheet
demands. UMS, crowning the importance it
attaches to quality by obtaining TS EN ISO
9001 quality management certificate, has
been a steel service center that makes a
difference with its quality certificate.
Continuing its production with a full head of
steam and the same determination, today,
UMS performs its production activities with
its modern and fast counters by galvanized
steels and non-alloy structural steels which
are suitable for cold forming, with an annual
production capacity of 120 thousand tonnes.
Keeping on growing and improving in the
industry through its investments, UMS, with
its 150 million-meter capacity for plaster
profiles, plaster board profiles, external wall
profiles and accessories, created with the
new counters and production lines added in
2013, has become the fastest producer with
the highest production volume in Turkey.

www.teknobaglanti.com.tr

UMS UGUR METAL
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